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Materials 
Pepperberry Knits 100% Cashmere Fun Size Bundle in DK 
(80 g/2.8oz, 200 yd/182m, 1 bundle of 8 colors) 
US size 7 [4.5 mm] set of DPN(s) or circular needles for working in 
the round (or size needed to obtain gauge) 
Scrap yarn for provisional CO 
Spare needle for working in the rnd 

Gauge  
21 sts = 4” in St st !
Notions Stitch marker !
Difficulty advanced beginner

The Lucy Cowl is a fun and fast knit leaving you with a finished item that not 
only keeps you plenty warm but creates a crazy fun pop of color accessory

©  2014 Pepperberry Knits 
This pattern cannot be duplicated, photocopied or reproduced without the written permission of Heidi Hennessy of Pepperberry Knits 

One copy of this pattern may be made by purchaser for personal use only 
If you wish to knit this item for resale purposes, please contact Heidi Hennessy at info@pepperberryknits.com for licensing information 
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Pattern Notes 
The Lucy Cowl is knit in the round.  Choose whichever method of knitting in the round that is comfortable to you. Use scrap 
yarn for the provisional CO.  There is no need to weave in ends when you change colors for the stripes.  To change colors cut 
the working yarn leaving a 2” tail.  Using a square knot, tie the new yarn color to the tail snugly behind your last worked st.  
Start knitting with the new yarn. You will work every color twice. Check your gauge.  If not, you run the risk of not having 
enough yarn to do the second set of 10 stripes.

Pattern 
Provisional CO 55 sts.  Join in rnd being careful not to twist stitches. Place marker to mark the beginning of the rnd. 
k 10 rnds, moving marker as you go. 
Change to new yarn color and k 10 rnds. 
You will work every color twice. 
Continue as established to your last color. 
k 9 rnds.  Do not break yarn. 
Unzip your provisional CO stitches and place them onto a spare needle. 
Kitchener stitch together in the rnd the stitches you just placed onto the spare needle to the stitches just worked. 
Weave in loose ends.  Hand wash.  Lay flat to dry.
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